EMİNE TOKMAKKA (IN Charge of Culture and Art Project , Artist and
Art Educator )
Biography:
She was born in Nevsehir- Avanos, where the Fairy Chimneys and
pottery homeland , also called as'' Cappodocia '' is.sh the worked at
the Central Bank of the Republic or Turkey in Ankara in 1981 and went
on both all education and working.sh to tended to the painting and
graphic design . ;
She graduated from Gazi University in Ankara in 1986 at Practical Art .
Sha sha graduated in vocational and technical education faculty from
the department of Applied Art teacher.
She taught in various schools in Istanbul, painting & graphic design .
She retired in 2006. Sha art works has been going on here in Istanbul in
workshops - called Emos & Artwork Art House in Bodrum and Ankara.
Now; She is preparing culture and art projects in Turkey.
She was a lot participation in international exhibitions, artworkshps,
events, symposıum in the world In many projects coordinator is doing
international event projects and consulting on art.
She is forming an art platform which will bring together the artists.She
founded ‘’ International Contemporary Artists And The group Of The
Modern Expression Project’’ and carried out a series of events in
Primo Piano Artgallery,Italy-Lecce.
Her works include unconscious philosophy and spirutial images and
themes.Concept and surreal fiction ,reality and game are like a game
of uncontrolled natural connection.The artist is trying to express that
our lives are infinite values which face with absurb chaos.In matters ;it
consists of fantastic drawings which have been establishing with visual
images.
Emine Tokmakkaya is examining natural side of nature in the process
of historical fantastic.She sometimes reflects the inner struggle of the
woman.Perhaps it is interesting to reflect her figures in a colourful
ambiance.I think she developed a specific independent style by saying
‘’I hid it in details and even if it sometimes turned into chaos maybe I
created a story.I prepared a feast of visual and graphical journey by
saying childish but a dramatic journey of freedom towards ourselves
,our roots and dreams.
She organizes ‘’A VISUAL JOURNEY TO THE IMAGINARY RITUAL OF
THE WOMAN AND THE NATURE’’ as she mentions in her theme and
invites us to ‘’THE IMAGINARY FESTIVAL’’ in her art works. She is
going to drive you to her dreams with hercolours ,enthusiasm,talent
project and works.
She is going to creat brand by dragging the artists to the international
platforms with the new Project group.
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